1 Motivation
Deciphering gene regulation networks is a major challenge of research in molecular
biology and bioinformatics. Our present understanding of gene regulation is largely
derived from studies of single gene promoters. Recently, large-scale approaches like
shotgun sequencing and gene expression monitoring of whole genomes started to add
valuable data on the systemic level. Luckily, bioinformatics supplies a handle to analyze this increasing amount of biological data and, more importantly, to broaden our
knowledge on gene regulation. However, traditional machine learning approaches perform poorly on detecting promoter regions and regulatory elements therein. This is
mainly because regulatory elements are tiny and many have a low information content.
Thus, the corresponding sequence patterns often occur by chance alone. The signal-tonoise ratio in pinpointing active regulatory elements can be improved by changing the
search strategy. Considering cross-species sequence conservation, searching for combinations of binding site motifs and integrating experimental evidence cuts down on
the false positives, which hamper the usefulness of single sequence approaches. This
thesis work concentrates on detecting and describing proximal regulatory elements. In
this context, the comparison of upstream regions of orthologous genes is particularly
valuable. This approach is commonly referred to as phylogenetic footprinting. This
new term was coined from the experimental procedure of DNA footprinting where
DNA – protein complexes are exposed to nucleases (“DNA eating enzymes”). DNA
sequence that is not covered by a bound protein is degraded. DNA sites that interact
with proteins are left over and can be mapped onto the original sequence. By analogy,
phylogenetic footprinting across multiple species should unveil local sequence similarities that are likely to originate from functional regulatory elements. These elements
stand out of the background of neutrally diverging sequence as they are under selective
pressure.
Concomitantly, we would like to see significant associations of gene groups defined
by co-expression or co-function to the conserved predicted regulatory elements. If
gene regulation is substantially determined by proximal promoter elements, we would
undoubtly discover significant associations in the form of preferential enrichment or
depletion of specific binding site populations in preset gene groups.
It is the scope of this thesis to provide an extensive framework for promoter detection
and analysis. The benefits of having such a resource are presented in the form of
detailed studies on biological questions.
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1.1 Thesis structure
This thesis starts with a general introduction to genome organization and gene regulation in eukaryotes (Chapter 2). Attention is especially drawn to events at the promoter
level and conservation of components therein (see Section 2.2 and 2.3).
What follows is a more formal description of comparative sequence analysis in Chapter 3. In Section 3.1, the concept of pairwise sequence alignment is presented, which
occupies a central position in this thesis. Different alignment types and scoring schemes
are reviewed and our method of choice (suboptimal local alignments) is explained in
greater detail. A related issue is to assess the statistical significance of an alignment
result. Section 3.2 provides a comprehensive insight into our random model of alignment scores and the corresponding significance computation. An extension to multiple
alignments is discussed in Section 3.3.
Chapter 4 presents the software components and work-flows to build the infrastructure
of CORG, our promoter annotation framework. Firstly, we motivate our definition of
an upstream region encompassing the start of transcription (Section 4.1). Secondly,
in Section 4.2 we show ways to elucidate the phylogenetic relationships of the corresponding genes, and discuss pros and cons of the footprinting approach. We cover our
approach of detecting and annotating local sequence similarities in multiple species in
Section 4.3. The annotation step brings in experimental evidence as diverse as ESTs,
binding site representations and mapped start sites of transcription. Design issues
with respect to database structure and user interface are subsequently presented in
Section 4.4 and 4.5.
Two example applications of our system are shown in chapter 5. In Section 5.1, a
large-scale study on binding site distributions in upstream regions of co-expressed
genes, unravels putative regulators of cell cycle progression. Furthermore, a detailed
study on predicting conserved binding sites with subsequent experimental evaluation
stresses the quality of the CORG system (Section 5.2). Putative binding sites of the
Serum Response Factor were evaluated in a collaborative experimental effort.
This thesis closes with a summary on the progress that has been made and an outlook
on forthcoming improvements.
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